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Asia Pacific Top Level Domain Association (APTLD)

- Covers all ccTLDs in the Pacific
- Covers all ccTLDs in Asia
- Covers all ccTLDs in the Middle East
- Cultural Diversity is HUGE
- Language Diversity is HUGE
- Geography is HUGE
APTLD Activities 2008

• Meetings
  – Taiwan (Feb) – AGM w/APRICOT
  – Kuala Lumpur (May) w/WCIT
  – Cook Islands (Sep) w/PACINET
  – Delhi (Dec) w/IGF
APTLD – Key Issues

• **IDNs** – APTLD catchment represent >50% of the world’s population – and most of the world’s people who can’t recognise ASCII characters.

• **Surety & Security** – *DDOS mitigation and DNSSEC validation*

• **Commercial Success**

• **Partnerships**
APTLD in 2008

• Greater engagement with International Governmental organisations
• Support of other’s Technical Training Programs
• Provision of Best Practice Surveys
• Benchmarking of Customer Satisfaction
• DDOS Planning & Mitigation
• Anycast Facilitation
• 10th Anniversary Celebration
• Growing Membership
2008 Training Program

- Policy Development – May – KL
- Marketing – May – KL
- Non-Technical – December – Delhi
- ADRP – TBA
- DDOS Technical - TBA
DDOS

- Attack & Disaster Response Planning & Mitigation Training
- Technical Workshop on Securing Robust Infrastructure
- Anycast Demand Aggregation
- Partnerships – ICANN, APNIC, Members, Others
APTLD in Taiwan

- IDNs
- Security
- DNSSEC
- 10th Anniversary Celebration
- Commercial Topics
- AGM
For More Information…

• www.aptld.org
• don@aptld.org